
/

J * *,-
(b) c'(s) = lcl (o.) dqr/os

J =l -

Therefore, c'(q) = crtol) ror

(c) Each firm j solves Max pq' - c'(g')'
Q:

The first-order condition (assuming interior solution) is cl(q.) = P'

Ifp=C'(q),thenwehavecl(or)=C'(q)foreveryj'Ifcl(')isstrictly

increasing for all i, we must have 
'r= 

n*, (q) - tne solution to the central

authority's program in part (a) for total output g' Therefore'

JJ*
I g, = I C, (A) = q' In other words' if the market price is C'lq)' then the

i*t=a.r'oroaut"' q' Therefore' C'(') is the inverse of the industry supply

function.

J*
= tI dq./dq=A'

J-r

all j.

o,,i,n] ) /aq = \ dq/dq = \'

10.C.4. (a) The central authority's

Max I 4.(x.)
(x,",x')zo i=1

Assuming interior solution' the

6,(x*) = tr ) O for all i.
'i i

I t *,-
(b) z'(x) = I d, (t,) dx./dx

Therefore, T'(x) = dl(xl) ror

problem can be written as

I
ct I x = x.ui

l=t

first-order condition is

I

L

dTI L'

\ dx*./d.x = A

I*
a( I xl ) fdx -- A' dx/dx = x'

I =l

(c) Each consumer solves Max d'(x') - P*r'
t,

The first-order condition (assuming interior solution) is Qi(:c')

If p = 7'(x), then we have @'(x.; = 7'(x) for every i' If 0:(')

decreasing for all i, we must have t, = tl (x) - the solution

authority's program in part (a) above for total consumption x'

1 I * - ,r ---^-r^ if rhe market orice is
I r, = i tl ttf = x' In other words' if the market 1

i=l - i=l

-D

is strictlY

to the central

Therefore,

7'(x), then the



aggregate demand is x. Therefore, t'\') is the inverse

function.

of the aggregate demand

lO.C.5. The system of equations (10.C.4)-(10.C.6) here takes the following

form:
tF*6'(x) =D +t. i=

tl
*tF

c'.(q.) = p, j -
lr Jt*Ix = Iou i "'l

i=l j=l -

I,

J,

These equations describe the equilibrium (x , g ,

of t. Differentiating with respect to t, we get

***
Ql'&.) x.'{t) = p'(t) + I,

tll

c'.'(q*.) q-.'{t) = p* '(t) ,
IJJ.IJ **
f x.'(t) = lg.'(t).

i=l j=t -

This system of linear equations shouid be solved for

This can be easily done, for e.:ample, by expressing

first two sets of equations and substituting into the

obtain
IJ *,r-1 * * -11) ) ld"(r )l' = p'(t) t [c"G )]'.'i i i 'i

J-r

*
.2n PYnrFqc n'fl.).

I
* _1

T t6"(x )l '
'i i

Ip) as an implicit function

-l

-1

I,

J.

L

J

*(P '(t) +

From here we

L tQ:'(x.
* - I * -t"(x )l '- f 1c"(q )1 '

iiit )J

Compare to the expression on page 324 of the textbook.

*p '(t) =

lO.C.6. (a) If the specific tax

for every unit of the good, and

(r*'(t), q*.'{t), p*'(il.
rJ
**dx /dt and dq /dt from the
i;it

third equation. We

then he pays p+t

p becomes x(p+t).

t is levied on the consumer,

the demand at market price

lo-5


